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Abstract

The muffin-tin cavity structure is planar and well suited
for mm-wave accelerator with silicon etching techniques. "-] [---] [---] _-] _-_ _ beam_ls

A constant impedance traveling-wave structure is consid ......................................................

ered for design simplicity. The RF parameters are calcu- A _ [___J L_J _ L zlated and the shunt impedance is compared with the shunt

impedance of a disk loaded cylindrical structure. I i I

I. INTRODUCTION F g'_ ['-t
(a)

A double-sided muffin-tin structure was proposed for ac-

celeration of relativistic electrons at 120 GHz [1]. At very spacers Interleaved y
high frequencies, around 100 GHz, the standard technology _ openings t

for the fabrication of RF structures is no longer applicable. /

In recent years, micrometer silicon technology [2, 3] has be- \ I
come so well developed that lard;e-scale wafers in the range ]_. I "2b

of 10cre are available and, when metalized, could support _ ,k' _
planar RF structures for acceleration. "r' ,,, _ x

r L_ IIThe structures can be made with high precision, on the 2a
order of one micrometer, and can be of nearly arbitrary

shape. Glass fibers in V-grooves allow for alignment preci- --- d _ Isions of about 1 to 5 micrometers between wafers. Copper -- w

coating of these structures is well established and has been (0)
proven to withstand very high fields around 100 MV/m un-
der DC conditions. Additionally, silicon has a very good Figure 1

The double-sided muffin-tin structure, a) longitudinal b)thermal conductivity, only a factor 2.5 lower than copper
at room temperature and even better than copper at liq- transverse cut
uid nitrogen temperature. Micro channels at the bottom
of the wafer could therefore provide very effective cooling. • on axis the RF fields cause transverse forces of

quadrupole character which can be used for focus-
II. GEOMETRY AND MODE OF OPERATION ing.

The operating frequency we are considering is 120 GHz
(the wavelength A-2.5 mm). For I_F cavities of this size, For SW acceleration, one has to use a rr- mode in
planar structures are well suited. One such structure is order to get a high shunt impedance. Operation at the

rr- mode without excitation of neighboring modes, re-the double-sided muffin-tin structure. The structure has a
quires the mode bandwidth to be smaller than the distance

series of advantages: to the next mode. Taking kt0.05 and Q=2000 (Q scales

• it is of simple geometry and best suited for microfab- with w -1/2) only N=15 cells can be coupled which means

rication techniques, that every 2 cm we would need a feed. This is probably too
small a number. ,-r- mode operation also means increased

• it is simple to cool from top and bottom, sensitivity to frequency deviations and dimensional toler-

• it has low higher-order modes which can be damped ances and a c_ll-to-cell phase deviation to compensate for
the losses [4]. The resulting phase shift over the entire

easily using the side openings, structure i._
N'-

• the side openings provide vacuum pumping slots in AC = (1 - k)½-- (1)
a natural way, kQ

or 2.2 radians for the above example, clearly excessively
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"Fable 1

Comparison of'FW shunt impedance and Q-factor of 124 , r r .... , _

disk-loaded and muffin-tin designs.

t Disk-loaded Muffin-tin .-. 122
(mm) ro Q ro Q _-

(M_/m) (Mf_lm) _0 12o
QJ

0.04 441 2456 366 2460
CT

0.08 431 2401 358 2380 _ 118

0.12 417 2342 347 2310

0.16 401 2280 335 2240 116

0.20 385 2214 312 2160 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0
¢ (_ RAD)

the filling time is shorter and the left-over KF power is Figure 2
taken out after the beam passage. This difference may be Dispersion relation of the muffin-tin structure with
important, since due to the tininess of the structure the dimensions (2).
cooling will be at the limit of what is possible.

TW operation can be done in either a constant

impedance (CI) structure or a constant gradient (CG) The period length g + t was chosen for the 2_r/3 - mode
structure. For simplicity, we have chosen a CI structure.

But, higher peak electrical fields and the non-uniform heat 2r g + t _ 2r (3)
dissipation may either dictate the use of CG struetur_ A 3

or split the structure in several sections of different but and the iris thickness t fixed through practical reasons.
constant impedances. This is possible with different as- The length of the side openings was taken large enough
pect ratios w/b (see Fig. 1) as will be shown in the next such that the fields have decayed sufficiently. The aperture
section. Other advantages a CG structure normally has 2a is in principle a free parameter and influences the pass-
as compared to a CI structure are lower sensitivity to er- band bandwidth as well as Q-value, shunt impedance, and
rots in frequency, dimensions, and beam break-up. They wakefields. The value given above is a trade-off between
are, we believe, less important since the muffin-tin is very the different requirements.

open with correspondingly large coupling and small higher The dispersion relation is given in Fig. 2. It is well
modes. In both cases, CI and CG, a 2rr/3 - mode will be approximated by the theoretical cosine-shape
used. This gives the highest shunt impedance, especially

1

for thicker iris walls as are needed here. wn "" wr(1 - _k COSCn), ¢,, = 7rN,. n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N (4)Clearly the conclusions have to be reconsidered if the

cooling problem turns out to be insurmountable or if the
with k = '_-_° = 0.0475 for fr = 120GHz. From (4) weRF power available from the source is not high enough to _-
derive the group velocity as

reach the desired gradients of at least 10 MV/m. If one

has to go to cryogenic temperatures, SW operation may v9 Ow (g + t)Ow r 27r
be preferable, c-_ - 013 - co 0¢ - 3 k sin-rf- = 0.043. (5)

III. RF PARAMETERS Knowing the group velocity, tile structure attenuation fol-
lows from

f.O r

The cavity shunt impedances are calculated using the _ = -- = 13.5m -l (6)
finite difference computer code MAFIA for the muffin- 2vgQo

tin design in Figure 1 and for the 120GHz 2r/3 - mode A particle sittiog on the crest of the RF wave gains an
disk-loaded design [5], as shown in Table 1. The shunt energy V in a structure of length
impedance of a disk-washer design at 120GHz is expected

to be _390 Mfl/rn for t=0.12mm. (The 2.83GHz SLAC _, r = cr£ (7)cavity has a shunt impedance of --_60 Mft/m [6].) V = v/_r I - e-rT

For 120 GHz (A =2.5 mm) the dimensions in mm were
found to be where Po is the input power. Since ro changes only slowly

with the cavity dimensions, one can assume it to be con-

a = 0.3, b = 0.9 staat and optimize V, yiclding

w = 1.8, d= 0.8 (2) Vop, _ 0.9_ for top, = 1.26. (8)
g = 0.633, t=0.2.
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Figure 3 Figure 4

Shunt impedance, roQ, and cavity depth b versus Shunt impedance ro, roQ, coupling constant k, and
aperture 2a at constant cavity width w = 1.8 mm. cavity depth b versus cavity width w at constant

aperture 2a = 0.6 mm.

The optimum is very flat and not critically dependent on

v. Substituting a from (6) into (8) gives t = r_t/q=9.$ If the deflecting HEM11 mode is around 150GHz

eta. This is about the maximumlength one can reasonably (A =2mm), beam energy pco =10 MeV, vg = 0.05co, and
achieve with silicon wafers. We choose it a little shorter Ar±/Q = 200£_, the current threshold is 23 mA.

£ = 7cre yielding r = 0.945 (9) IV. CONCLUSION

to have reserve in the wafer length and also to have a A double-sided muffin-tin structure is ideally suited for

somewhat higher energy conversion. With this structure mm-wave frequencies and microfabrication techniques. A
length we get traveling wave mode with a 27r/3 phase advance per cell

V = 4.1k/_o KV. (10) has adequate RF parameters and could even form an ap-
proximated constant gradient structure. In addition, it

The ratios of input to output gradient and power loss has transverse fields of quadrupole character which can be

are used, at least partially, for focusing.
Eo=°) = 2.6, P(_==o)__6.6 (11)
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